
MEG Board Meeting 
Monday, September 24, 2018 

Conference Call 
 

Meeting called to order at 7:33 P.M. by conference call 

Reference is made to the meeting agenda (attached) and titled, “Diocese Acolyte Festival (DAF) Agenda 

– Conference Call “ 

Martha-Sue Blythe convened the meeting, attended by Martha-Sue Blythe, Jim Landers, Tom Democko, 

Janice Davis, Mary Moore, Ric Sanchez, Rolando Thorne, Ruth Anne Tatum, Susan Messner, Richard 

Messner, Yolande Collins, James Swift, and George Hinton.  The meeting was opened with The Verger’s 

Prayer (Church of England Guild of Vergers, 1938) offered by Tom Democko. 

Martha-Sue discussed the agenda item, “Volunteers & Vergers Signed Up to Help”.  Reference the 
attachment titled, “2018 Diocese Acolyte Festival Volunteers “, and noted that 24 vergers are required 
to staff the Diocesan Acolyte Festival (“DAF”). 
 
Martha-Sue then discussed the agenda item, “Missing Support for DAF (Trainers, etc.)” and noted that 
more trainers were needed for the workshops.  Julia Gable, will serve as the workshops leader.  Each 
workshop requires 3 trainers, and a verger is assigned to each workshop.  More workshop trainers are 
needed. 
 
Agenda item, “Workshop Overviews (Handout)” was discussed, a copy of which, identifying the 4 
workshops, is attached. 
 
Agenda item, “DAF High Level Agenda Overview (Handout)” was discussed.  Martha-Sue expressed 

appreciation to Rolando Thorne for his responsibility for a Health and Safety Plan that will be used for 

the event.  It was reported that Karl Sachsenmaier wanted an hour to spend with those acolytes and 

vergers who will serve in the Festive Eucharist to practice.  Doubt as to whether this was feasible was 

expressed.  It was mentioned that rain could move the regularly scheduled Cathedral Farmer’s Market 

would be moved indoors to Child Hall and this would pose a conflict with the DAF.  Further, it was noted 

that police would provide traffic control during the Farmer’s Market (9AM – Noon).  It was suggested by 

The Rev. Canon John Thompson-Quartey, ______ for the Diocese of Atlanta, that there be a minimum of 

225 acolyte attendees at the DAF. 

Agenda item, “Registration – Where are we?”, was discussed.  The status of various parishes and efforts 

by those attending the meeting was asked and reported.  Martha-Sue asked about the possibility of re-

scheduling if a minimum of acolyte attendees were not registered by the cutoff date of October 12.  On 

what date would we opt to re-schedule?  Would there be any advantage to such re-scheduling?  How 

few participants would each of us accept to maintain the October 27, 2018 date?  Various opinions were 

offered.  The sentiment that we will work to enthuse acolytes to sign-up and participate, through the 

cutoff date, carried (though not a formal motion). 

The meeting concluded at 8:28 P.M. 


